A variable length linear trap operating between 20-1000 Hz under standard temperature and pressure conditions is reported. We simulated and observed various kinds of stable patterns: linear strings, planar z ig-zag and volume structures. The interparticle distances depend on the trapped particle number and trap length. Our setup allows trapped microparticle diagnosis by various methods.
Introduction
The appearance of stable and ordered patterns for different charged microparticles contained in a conventional Paul trap in vacuum, at hundreds of Hz, was already reported [1] . Later, crystallization for atomic ions in traps has also been achieved [2] .
A simple and low-cost trapping setup can help in drawing conclusions about charged particle evolution in an ion trap. The laws describing trapped microparticle motion in air are the same with those accounting for stored atomic ion motion in ultrahigh vacuum. Microparticle breaking via air friction is analogous with ion cooling via buffer gas molecules collisions. Experimental setups for microscopical particle storage in Paul traps operating at standard temperature and pressure (STP) and 50 Hz with didactical demonstrative purpose [3] or for mass and charge, vapour pressure, viscosity and surface tension measurement have been successfully used [4] . For other possible applications, working with a variable length linear trap at STP conditions for different drive frequencies may be important.
The paper is organized as follows. After introducing the equations of motion for the trapped microparticles (Sec. 2), we present our setup with its electrical supply and the results obtained (Sec. 3). Finally, some concluding remarks are made. 
Basics
The equation of motion for a particle of mass Μ and charge Q within the trap is where r = (x, y , z) is the particle vector position and K (K > 0) is the coefficient describing the aerodynamical drag force. Ε is the trap electric field, Mg is tne gravitational force and Edc = V1/(2r0) is the electric field produced by applying a static potential difference V1 between the upper and lower rods separated at 2r0 , in order to shift the particles to the trap centre. Introducing the τ = Ωt/2 and Λ = K/(MΩ) parameters, where Ω is the drive frequency, and defining = eЛτx , Y = eЛτ y, Z = eЛτz, the Mathieu equations describing the trapping process are homogeneous on the X and Y axes, with the known solutions and stability domains. The Z-axis motion is described by an inhomogeneous Mathieu equation. In this case, stability is obtained for (a) iμ real; (b) μ real and μ < (c) μ-i real and |μ-i| < Λ. Hence, stability regions for solutions of the inhomogeneous equations of motion in presence of drag forces include not only the stability regions of the homogeneous equations but also a part of the instability regions, being consequently greater.
Usually, trapped microparticle motion parametrical excitation is achieved by applying a low amplitude and variable frequency supplementary a.c. voltage in series with the Vac voltage. When the supplementary a.c. field frequency is twice that of the secular motion, microparticles (located at the limit of the first Mathieu stability domain) resonantly absorb energy from the field, while their secular motion amplitude exponentially increases. If the trap contains a number of noninteracting particles, besides normal resonance at the secular motion frequency and parametrical resonance at the double secular frequency, other weak resonances were observed [5] , as a consequence of the presence of coupled terms for various combinations of the motion frequencies.
When the coupling parameter between particles (the ratio between Coulombian and thermal energy) is greater than 168, solid effects occur in the stored particle system [1] . Because the interparticle distance is larger for trapped microscopic particles than for trapped ions, it is much easier to observe such behaviour.
Experimental arrangement and result

Experimental setup
Our trap consists of four brass rods α, b, d, d equidistantly spaced on an approximately 1 cm radius (Fig. 1) . The trap length is variable, because one of the,endcaps (ć) is a piston cylinder sliding on the brass bars.
The trap is covered with a plastic transparent foil, which protects it against air streams. The foil is provided with a slit in order to enable microparticle introduction within the trap, by means of a syringe needle. Microparticles have been illuminated with an aim to visualize them, using either a low power halogen lamp (20 W) or a low power He-Ne laser (1 mW) travelling along the trap axis. Both trap endcaps are pierced, thus allowing laser beam incidence and emergence.
A Vac (Ω) variable voltage is applied between opposed pairs of rods (Fig. 2) , in order to achieve trapping. 
Experimental results
As microparticle specia we have -used SiC with homogeneous, well-defined . dimensions rating between 50-1000 μm. One up to thousands of microparticles can be stored along the trap axis. Depending on the trap length and N trapped microparticle number we have obtained different d interparticle distances (Fig. 3) .
The Q/M microparticle specific charge has been estimated from the Mg = QEdc relation as about 10 -4 C/Kg for V1 = 500 V. The absolute electric charge has been evaluated from the electrostatical equilibrium conditions for microparticles stored on the trap axis, considering the V2 produced electricah forces and interparticle Coulombian repulsion. For V2 = 500 V and L = 75 mm, a Q of about 10 -11 C results; from the specific charge value, the microparticle mass is evaluated. Knowing the SiC density value, we inferred the mean particle radius. The experimentally obtained values are consistent with the catalogue values.
Another diagnosis method used was parametrical excitation of the microparticle motion. The method implies the following. The signals delivered by the 01 and 02 oscillators (Fig. 2) are added and the resulting voltage is then fed into the TR high voltage transformer primary. The TR transformer secondary supplies both the trapping voltage of Ω/2π frequency and the parametrical excitation voltage of ω/2π frequency. When ω is twice the secular motion frequency, .parametrical resonance occurs. Experimental measurements performed for 100 m diameter SiC microparticles, Ω/2π = 100 Hz and Vac = 2.5 kV have shown parametrical resonance at about 25 Hz. Hence, microparticle specific charge was evaluated as 5 x 10 -4 C/Kg.
Conclusions
We have achieved the trappíng phenomenon for a variable length linear a.c. trap operating between 20 Hz -1 kHz. Our device allows microparticle diagnosis by various methods. We observed very stable different patterns similar to those appearing in high vacuum [2, 6] .
